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Associate (Noun)

To connect, collaborate, engage, support…

...those making decisions in the design, 
specification and application of stainless steel



Benefits of ASSDA Associate Membership

The purpose of the Associate Membership Program is to provide you, as a specifier or end-user, the support and 
resources you need to make fully informed and confident decisions on designing, specifying and using 
stainless steel materials. These decisions can be of a technical, commercial or general nature. For example:

These are all questions 
which we help you 
answer in an objective 
and impartial way.

What else should 
I know when 
designing or using 
stainless steel? 

What grade is 
suitable for a certain 
application? 

What forms 
is it readily 
available in? 

What you get

Technical Support 

Limited advice and support from industry experts (metallurgists, 
materials engineers) for assistance with materials selection, 
corrosion mitigation, manufacturing and processing, in-service 
durability and integrity optimisation. 

Referral service and access to technical specialist consultants. 

Publications 
Free and/or discounted access to our first-class publications

•  Australian Stainless Reference Manual

•  Stainless Steel Stock Guide

•  Specialist publications, including the ASSDA Food Code of 
Practice and Blue Book: Code of Practice for the Fabrication  
of Stainless Steel Plant and Equipment

Education 

•  Discounted rates for our Stainless Steel Specialist Course 

•  Discounted rates to monthly webinars

•  Lunch-and-learn sessions on technical aspects of  
stainless steel (one free per year per office)

A clear conduit to the industry 

•  Access to Australian Stainless Magazine

•  Assistance in engaging with our local value chain for  
project support

Associate Membership is FREE to end-users  
and specifiers, with no joining or annual fees. 

Who is capable of 
fabricating it to a  
design & specification  
I require? 

The Australian Stainless Steel Development Association (ASSDA) is 
a non-profit organisation that aims to promote the correct use and 
increase the consumption of stainless steel in Australia. 

Established in 1992, we provide cohesive industry representation and support to all those involved in the design, specification, 
manufacture and use of stainless steel. As the association representing the local stainless steel industry, we are the central resource for 
anyone who wishes to know or learn about this wonderful material. 

We work to promote, inform and educate on all aspects of stainless steel to the whole value chain – suppliers, fabricators, engineers, 
architects and end-users – and are funded by industry members for whom we undertake these activities. Our member base 
encompasses material suppliers and distributors, fabricators and original equipment manufacturers, as well as overseas mills and 
primary producers. 

For most of our existence, we have supported end-users and specifiers and helped them to better understand and work with stainless 
steel. Exceptional corrosion resistance, durability, sleek good looks, life-cycle costs and complete recyclability – these features 
combined have made stainless steel a popular material. As the use of stainless steel in existing applications grow, so too does the 
range of new applications where stainless steel is proving to be the material of choice.

As with every material, it is important to choose the right product for a particular application, and these decisions require knowledge 
and information. As a result, and with increasing demand for stainless steel, ASSDA is embarking on a new initiative to formally 
engage and collaborate with specifiers and end-users via an Associate Membership Program.



More reasons for being an Associate Member

ASSDA Accredited Fabricators
ASSDA Accreditation is an industry-based scheme designed 
to establish, maintain and promote a network of stainless steel 
fabricators (ASSDA Accredited Fabricators) who meet a level of 
quality deemed essential for working with the material. The scheme 
aims to achieve a high standard of quality and industry practice, 
and provide end-users and specifiers a resource to assist in their 
decisions when engaging contractors and issuing works. 

The scheme benefits end-users and specifiers by minimising 
risk, reducing costs and streamlining project management, 
both before awarding contracts and during work delivery. ASSDA 
performs the following as an independent, non-biased body:

•  Ensures that fabricators are skilled, competent, qualified and 
sufficiently experienced to undertake and complete stainless steel 
fabrication works to a satisfactory standard. 

•  Assess workshop capabilities and conduct site audits to  
validate workmanship.

•  Qualify and verify the fabricator’s systems, processes and work 
procedures, including materials handling and avoiding cross 
contamination, safety management, training, quality control, 
ethics, and continuous improvement and development.

•  Build a detailed understanding of competence through 
experience and recent works completed.

Asset owners and specifiers can be confident that ASSDA Accredited 
Fabricators are technically and commercially competent with 
stainless steel.

Stainless Steel Specialist Course
The Stainless Steel Specialist Course is an effective educational 
tool designed to improve your knowledge of stainless steel, its 
properties, performance and uses. It consists of 17 challenging and 
rewarding modules delivered and marked online, covering a wide 
range of topics from introductory to more complex material.  
Topics include:

•  Stainless steel vs. corrosion

•  Mechanical properties of stainless steel

•  Fabricating corrosion resisting stainless steels

•  Practical considerations for designing in stainless steel

•  Surface finishes, and more.

The course is self-paced and is useful for anyone specifying, 
manufacturing or working with stainless steel, including:

•  Architects and engineers of ALL disciplines

•  Specifiers/designers of stainless steel components or products

•  Plant maintenance personnel

•  Purchasing/supply chain managers

•  Project managers, especially those coordinating stainless  
steel fabricators

Two levels of certification are offered. An Intermediate Certificate  
is awarded on the successful completion of five modules and  
usually takes three months. A Full Certificate is awarded on  
the successful completion of 12 modules and usually takes  
six months.

Individual modules may also be purchased, allowing companies  
the flexibility to select modules for training employees  
according to company operations.

Technical Support 
ASSDA has answered thousands of technical enquiries and provided 
technical support to the industry for decades. We continue to offer 
this service to the many sectors in which stainless steel is used, 
including oil and gas, architectural, water treatment, chemicals, 
manufacturing and more.

Our support is provided by qualified materials specialists 
(metallurgists, materials scientists) with in-depth expertise in stainless 
steel and corrosion resisting alloys. Independent, unbiased and 
objective, our advice is focused on providing correct and useful 
information for the design, specification, use and maintenance of 
stainless steel products.

Forms of advice include:

•  Materials selection options

•  Design for corrosion avoidance and mitigation

•   Assistance with defining and setting material and fabrication 
specifications 

•  Basic support for in service issues relating to the performance of 
stainless steel, and how to rectify.

Project/supply chain support and advice
ASSDA is uniquely positioned within the stainless steel industry that 
we understand the requirements and capabilities of all stakeholders. 
We work closely with suppliers and fabricators to understand their 
businesses and capabilities, and also have decades of experience in 
knowing what specifiers and end-users need and value from industry. 

We are able to work with all types of end-users and specifiers, at all 
project stages (concept design, FEED, detailed design, EPCM) to 
provide advice on various aspects of stainless steel, including:

•   Grades, forms, sizes of stainless steel available, ex-stock as  
well as ex-mill.

•  Fabrication capabilities, including engaging our ASSDA 
Accredited Fabricators for specific project needs.

•   Act as a conduit for communication through to the industry.  
This may be to obtain expressions of interest and information 
about supplier and fabricator capabilities and qualifications 
before ‘going to market’.

All advice and support offered is of an unbiased and  
objective nature.
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Contact us to become an Associate Member today
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